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(Photo: Warner Bros.) Warner Bros. and DC Comics are building their on-screen DC Universe with the recently released Batman V Superman: Dawn of Justice and the upcoming Wonder Woman project. While the support of Batman V Superman has been somewhat squabbly, it's nothing compared to the unmitigated catastrophe that was Jonah Hex.Actress Megan Fox, who
starred in Jonah Hex alongside Josh Brolin, is fully aware that the film wasn't very good, so much so that she doesn't even want her kids to see it. She said as much to Entertainment Tonight when asked if her upcoming teenage mutant Ninja Turtles: Out of the Shadows was more family-friendly, and if that's the focus this time. It would be nice to do some things that you can see,
yes, because something like Jennifer's Body I won't let you see for a long time. Something like Jonah Hex, which I'll never see, no one should see this movie. 0commentsPersonally, I didn't really think TMNT was that unfriend to families to begin to begin. I like Jonah Hex being in this and saving kids from unnecessary boredom. 2010 film Jimmy Hayward Jonah HexTheatrical
release posterDirected byJimmy HaywardProduced by Akiva Goldsman Andrew Lazar Screenplay byNeveldine & TaylorStory by William Farmer Neveldine & Taylor Based onJonah Hexby John AlbanoTony DeZunigaStarring Josh Brolin John Mal Megan Fox Michael Fassbender Will Arnett Michael Shannon Music by Marco Beltrami Mastodon CinematographyMitchell
AmundsenEdited by Fernando Villena Tom Lewis Productioncompany Legendary Pictures DC Entertainment Weed Pictures Mad Chance Productions Distributed by Warner Bros. PicturesRelease date June 18, 2010 (2010-06-18) Running time81 minutes[1]CountryUnited StatesLanguageEnglishBudget $47 million$[2][3]Box office$11 million[3] Jonah Hex is a 2010 film. [4] In a
live-action debut written by Neveldine/Taylor, the title role is played by Josh Brolin, John Malkovich, Megan Fox, Michael Fassbender, Will Arnett, Michael Shannon and Wes Bentley. In legendary pictures production, Andrew Lazar's Mad Chance Productions and Akiva Goldsman's Weed Road Pictures, the film was released June 18, 2010 at Warner Bros. Pictures and it was a
major critical and commercial failure, earning only $10 million for a budget of $47 million. The American Civil War conspiracy, Jonah Hex (Josh Brolin) serves as a Confederate cavalder until his commander Quentin Turnbull (John Malkovich) instructs him to burn down the hospital. Hex refuses and is forced to kill his best friend, Turnbull's son. After the war, Turnbull and his
executive, Burke (Michael Fassbender), forced Hex to watch his house burn with his wife and son inside. Turnbull brands Hex face with his and let him die. The natives bring Jonah to life with mystical power and give him a chance to temporarily resurrect the dead. When Turnbull apparently dies in a hotel fire, Hex settles his hunger for revenge as a bounty hunter and looks halffaced to remove the brand. In 1876, Turnbull, who survived, hijacked a train carrying components of experimental super weapons, slaughtering guards and passengers. President Grant (Aidan Quinn) claims that Turnbull is planning a terrorist attack for the American Centenary on July 4, and instructs Army Lieutenant Grass (Will Arnett) to hire Hex to stop Turnbull. Hex spends the
night with Lilah (Megan Fox), a prostitute with ulterior motives. The Grasses came and revealed that Turnbull was still alive. Hex is led to one of Turnbull's captured Nazis who dies during interrogation. Hex briefly resurrects a man who only knows he was recruited by former Confederate Colonel Slocum (Tom Wopat), owner of an illegal deathmatch pavilion in South Carolina. With
the help of corrupt Washington aristocrat Adleman Luska (Wes Bentley), Turnbull steals the remaining components of the weapon invented by Eli Whitney. When Hex openss Slocum in South Carolina, Slocum refuses to talk, sarcastically telling Hex to ask where his father is. Hex beat Slocum's husband and threw him into the ring to be killed by his fighters. When he burns the
pavilion, Hex frees the dog, who is tortured by Slocum's workers and follows him. In Gettysburg Cemetery Hex digs up and resurrects (the uncredited Jeffrey Dean Morgan). He apologizes for killing him and told him his father should be stopped before he kills more people. Before he returns to post-mortem, Jeb reveals that his father is in the Fortress of Resurrection. In forti, Hex
face Turnbull and kills several of his men, but Turnbull escapes and Hex critically wounds Burke. It collapses in a field and a few days before it comes close to death. Turnbull, who is expecting Hex's comeback, sends Burke to bring him something Hex loves and Burke kidnaps Lilah. Turnbull tests super weapons at a small town in Georgia, flattens it and kills hundreds. Grant
realizes that the authorities don't know where Turnbull will strike, nor the military personnel who will guard every centenary celebration. Hex's American native finds him and performs a ritual that heals him. He sent a message to Leek. Grassu that Turnbull plans to attack Washington, D.C., then then returns to The Port of Independence himself to stop him. Hex breaks into the
harbour where Turnbull's iron-clad warship is docked, super-powered and kills Burke, and then revives him just to completely burn his body. Turnbull keeps Lilah on the gun and forces Hex to surrender. With Hex and Lilah being held captive on his ship, Turnbull is mating toward Washington. The monitor commanded by the leek. Grass. Turnbull, however, is quickly destroyed by
the super weapon. Lilah freed himself and Hex as she held the guards while he raced to stop Turnbull. Turnbull gets a humerus and orders the weapon to be fired, but Hex jams the belt feeder and catches the trigger shell. He brutally beats Turnbull and catches the neck into gear and then saves Lilah. They jump into the water when the trigger ignites and kills Turnbull and his
people. The next day, President Grant gave him a grand prize and full pardon, and he was offered the job of sheriff of the United States. Hex refuses, but assures the president that they can find him if they need him; Leave town with Lilah. The film ends with Hex visiting Jeb's grave to apologize for his father's death before he rode off. Broadcast by Josh Brolin as Jonah Hex: a
disfigured bounty hunter who is the protagonist of the film against the hero. [5] Brolin initially hated the script, but changed his mind after growing up to like her tongue in his face. [6] John Malkovich as Quentin Turnbull: the main antagonist who murdered Jonah Hex's family and ooted the former. [7] Fox as Lilah Black: A Prostitute with a Gun and Jonah's Love Interest, whose real
name is Tallulah Black, as in the comics, but it's a short time with Lilah and she has no scars on her body or a missing left eye unlike a comic friend. [8] Michael Fassbender as Burke: Hat holder, tattooed and psychopathic Irishman who is Turnbull's board. Fassbender likes the likes of Riddler and Malcolm McDowell in A Clockwork Orange, as he found his character first and
foremost when he tried on the bowler's derby. [9] Will Arnett as Lieutenant Grass: A Union Soldier Who Enters Hex as a bounty hunter. [10] Michael Shannon as Dr. Cross Williams: Ringleader Gladiator of the Circus. The studio planned that Williams would be in a recurring character if it came to the surface. [10] Wes Bentley as Adleman Lusk: a corrupt politician. Aidan Quinn as
Ulysses S. Grant: 18th President of the United States (Quinn was only available for this role for 3 days). Lance Reddick as Smith: An armored personnel carrier that supplies Hex with his new weapon. The film also stars John Gallagher, younger than Lieutenant Evan, Tom Wopat as Colonel Slocum and Julia Jones as Cassie; So is the uncredited Jeffrey Dean Morgan as Turnbull.
Mastodon guitarist/vocalist Brent Hinds also made a small cameo appearance. [11] Before Brolin's casting, actor Thomas Jane broke into the role by hiring a makeup artist to give him the appearance of Jonah Hex. Jane instead shings in the 2010 animated short DC Showcase: Jonah Hex. [12] Produced by Josh Brolin, Megan Fox and Michael Fassbender, who promoted the film
at San Diego Comic-Con International in 2000, 20th Century Fox developed a one-hour character-based television adaptation with producers Akiva And Robert Zappia was involved, but the project never got to fruition. [13] In July 2007, Warner Bros. had the rights to the character and sought a film for the film. Goldsman teamed up as a producer with Andrew Lazarus, while Mark
Neveldine and Brian Taylor wrote a screenplay,[14] adapting the incarnation of comics that combined the Western genre with supernatural elements. [15] In October 2008, Josh Brolin entered into talks that will be cast as Jonah Hex under the control of Neveldin and Taylor. [16] In November 2008, Neveldine and Taylors stopped being directors because of creative differences in
the studio. [17] The studio explored the possibility of hiring Andy Fickman or the MCG, and by January 2009 he had chosen Jimmy Hayward (who had previously directed Horton Hears and Who!) to direct Jonah Hex. [15] By next February, Brolin was set to star alongside John Malkovich, who was launched as an antagonist by Quentin Turnbull. [5] Filming began in Louisiana in
April 2009. [10] Music See also: Jonah Hex: Revenge Gets Ugly EP 2 September 2009, Ain't It Cool News reported that heavy metal band Mastodon was making a movie. Something was hard, something was in the mood, Sanders said. Much has been spacey, Melvins B-side, Pink Floyd-like, surreal universe, like Neil Young's Dead Man. Swirling, nausea's music. Sanders added
that the collaboration felt natural: From day one, we always wrote albums that think music is the result of a movie. Then we will also create a text or story, as if we were writing a dialog box that would suit the cinema of the film. The soundtrack is a one-hour instrumental, including five full songs and many minor musical themes. The film's selection of composer John Powell (Shrek,
The Bourne Identity) has been added to the scenes in the film, while others will be adapted for exceptionally epic moments for the London orchestra. We wrote variations on themes for each character, different variables for a copy of the rigs: faster, slower, harder, easier, Sanders explained. That's Darth Vader's approach. The release of Jonah Hex was released in the US on June
18, 2010, on the same day as Disney/Pixar's Toy Story 3. Merchandise Tonner Doll Company, Inc. released in May 2010 by Saloon Lilah as a doll. [19] NECA released an offer of 3 action figures (Hex, Lilah and Turnbull) and replicas from the film. [20] WizKids was published by HeroClix Battle Pack, composed of Hex, Lilah and Turnbull. [21] DC Direct released Jonah Hex's file,
[22] the Lilah Files,[23] and the 1:6 album Jonah Hex Collector Figure. [24] Domestic Media The film was released on DVD and Blu-ray on October 12, 2010. It was then released in the United Kingdom on 27 December 2010 on DVD, Blu-ray and Double Play. Special features include Deleted Items The Inside Story of Jonah Hex and a Picture-In-Picture Commentary. Reception
Box Office Jonah Hex badly failed at the box office, which opened at No.7 during its debut weekend with just $5,379,365 in 2,825 cinemas, at $1,904 per theater. The second weekend, the film made just $1,627,442, falling to No.10. The film ended its theater run on August 12, 2010, grossing just $10,547,117 on a $47 million budget. The film was not released internationally
because of its negative domestic production, grossing less than $500,000 outside the United States. Critical Response On Rotten Tomatoes, the film has an approval rating of 12% based on 150 reviews and an average score of 3.47/10. The party's critical consensus says: 'Josh Brolin gives all of this, but he can't hold on to the short, un basic Jonah Hex before collapsing on
screen. [25] On Metacritic, the film has a rating of 33 out of 100 based on 32 critics, indicating generally disingenuous reviews. [26] The audience surveyed by CinemaScore gave the film an average C+ score on a scale of A+ to F. [27] Keith Phipps of A.V. Club gave the film a rare F rating, which made 81 minutes (including credits) of Jonah Hex's shots that made their way to the
screen look like something that was stacked under a tight deadline and possibly influenced by [28] Roger Ebert gave the film a negative rating, saying that the film is based on some DC Comics characters, which may explain the way it jumps around. We hear a lot about graphic novels, but it's more of a graphic anthology of strange occult ideas. [10] The film was named Worst
Picture of the year at the 2010 Awards. [30] She received two nominations at the 31st Golden Raspberry Award: Worst Actress (Megan Fox) and Worst Movie Couple (Josh Brolin's face and Megan Fox accent). Reboot From September 2019[update], Warner Bros. has reported on the development of a new Jonah Hex film that will reboot and be part of the DC Extended Universe.
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